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Phylogenetics is the study of the 
diversification of life on the planet Earth, both 
past and present, and the relationships among 
living things through time 

? 



Phylogenetic relationships are inferred by 
comparing characteristics of living organisms, 
and grouping them according to shared traits.  
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Now, algorithmically, we want to search for the “best” tree, the one that 
gives us the most satisfactory explanation of the data.  



Exploring Tree Space is NP Hard!.  

Number of Species  Number of Rooted Trees 
3 3 
4 15 
5 105 

10 3.44 x107 
20 8.20 x1021 
30 4.95 x1038 



Exploring Tree Space is NP Hard!.  

Number of Species  Number of Rooted Trees 
3 3 
4 15 
5 105 

10 3.44 x107 
20 8.20 x1021 
30 4.95 x1038 

Age of the universe: 4.339  ~  0.035 ×1017 seconds. 



Exploring Tree Space is NP Hard!.  

•  Heuristics must be used to simplify the tree search  

•  Many different heuristics have been developed 

•  For most modern algorithms, tree search run times scale 
 exponentially with number of species and number of character traits 

 



Originally, evolutionary relationships were inferred from morphology alone: 



Originally, evolutionary relationships were inferred from morphology alone: 

Morphological characters are scored “by hand” to create matrices of 
characters. 

Scoring occurs via low volume/low throughput methodologies 

Matrices created using morphological characters alone are typically relatively 
small, so computations are tractable (using heuristics developed by the 
community) 



Evolutionary relationships can be inferred from DNA sequence comparisons: 

1. Align sequences to determine    
evolutionary equivalence: 

2. Infer evolutionary relationships  
based on some set of assumptions: 



Sequence alignment algorithms determine which nucleotides in 
each species are most probably “evolutionarily equivalent”  



Tree inference algorithms look for the best tree based on 
some a set of assumptions about the evolutionary process: 



DNA sequences are determined by fully automated procedures. 
 
Sequence data can be gathered from many species at scales 
from gene to whole genome. 
 
The high speed and low cost of NexGen Sequencing means new 
levels of sensitivity and resolution can be obtained. 
 
The speed of sequencing is still increasing, while the cost of 
sequencing is decreasing. 

Inferring Evolutionary relationships from DNA sequence comparisons is 
powerful: 



There are at least 107 species, each with 3000 - 30,000 genes, so the need 
for computational power and new approaches will continue to grow. 

Even with heuristics, Sequence alignment and Tree inference 
algorithms are computationally intensive, so computational power 
often limits the analyses (already).  

Current analyses often involve 1000’s of species and/or 1000’s of 
characters, creating very large matrices. 

The run times for tree search analysis scales exponentially with 
number of taxa and number of characters for codes in current 
use. 
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from Loh, Baym & Berger (2012)  Nature Biotechnology 30,627–630. 

The rate of sequence acquisition is increasing faster than Moore’s law. 



Biology in the new world of abundant DNA sequence data requires a new 
kind of cyberinfrastructure! 
 
•  Phylogenetics codes that were historically run in desktop environments must 

be moved to high performance computing resources. 

•  The need for access to HPC resources will increase for the foreseeable 
future. 

•  Scientists who do not have HPC access will have to tailor their questions to 
available resources, and risk being left out of the discovery process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step 1. Democratizing access  
The CIPRES Science Gateway was designed to allow users to analyze large 
sequence data sets using community codes on significant computational 
resources. 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The CSG provides 
 
•  Login-protected personal user space for storing results indefinitely. 
 
•  Access to most/all native command line options for several codes. 

•  Support for adding new tools and upgrading to new versions as needed. 
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Workbench  

Framework 

The Science Gateway Program provides scalable, sustainable 
resources 

XSEDE 

Triton 

Parallel codes 

Serial codes 

Web  
Interface 



Workflow for the CIPRES Gateway: 
 
 
 Assemble 

Sequences 
Upload to 

Portal 
Run 

Alignment 

Run Tree 
Inference 

Download Post-Tree 
Analysis 

Store 

CIPRES Gateway 
 
 
 



Architectura  

Software Architecture for the CIPRES Science Gateway 



Presentation layer is   
based on Java Struts2 

Software Architecture for the CIPRES Science Gateway 



We currently use only 
A web client 

Software Architecture for the CIPRES Science Gateway 



Software Architecture for the CIPRES Science Gateway 



The Workbench  
Framework (Java)  
deploys  generic  

“tasks”…. 

Software Architecture for the CIPRES Science Gateway 



….and queries  
generic DBs 

Software Architecture for the CIPRES Science Gateway 



Specific information 
is coded in a  

Central Registry 

Software Architecture for the CIPRES Science Gateway 



User information, 
data, and job runs 

are stored in a  
MySQL database 

Software Architecture for the CIPRES Science Gateway 



Tasks and queries 
are sent to  

remote machines 
and DBs 

Software Architecture for the CIPRES Science Gateway 



An XML standard is used used to create forms….  
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<!DOCTYPE pise SYSTEM "http://www.phylo.org/dev/rami/PARSER/pise.dtd"> 
<!-- the interface was modified by mamiller to accomodate submission of jobs to both trestles and abe --> 
<pise> 

 <head> 
 </head>  <title>RAxML-HPC2 on TG</title> 
 <version>7.2.8</version> 
 <description>Phylogenetic tree inference using maximum likelihood/rapid bootstrapping run on teragrid. (beta interface)</description> 
 <authors>Alexandros Stamatakis</authors> 
 <reference>Stamatakis A. RAxML-VI-HPC: maximum likelihood-based phylogenetic analyses with thousands of taxa and mixed 

models.Bioinformatics. 2006 Nov 1;22(21):2688-90</reference> 
 <category>Phylogeny / Alignment</category> 

  <doclink>http://icwww.epfl.ch/~stamatak/index-Dateien/countManual7.0.0.php</doclink> 
 

 <command>raxmlhpc2_tgb</command>   
 <parameters>    

<!-- Start -N < 50  -->  
 <parameter ishidden="1" type="String"> 
 <name>raxmlhpc_hybridlogic2</name> 
 <attributes> 
 <format> 

 <language>perl</language> 
 <code>"raxmlHPC-HYBRID-7.2.8 -T 6"</code> 

  </format> 
 <precond> 

<!-- * If -N nnn is specified with nnn < 50, run the hybrid parallel version of RAxML on a single node of Trestles using 
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 <command>raxmlhpc2_tgb</command>   
 <parameters>    

<!-- Start -N < 50  -->  
 <parameter ishidden="1" type="String"> 
 <name>raxmlhpc_hybridlogic2</name> 
 <attributes> 
 <format> 

 <language>perl</language> 
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  </format> 
 <precond> 

<!-- * If -N nnn is specified with nnn < 50, run the hybrid parallel version of RAxML on a single node of Trestles using 
         User-entered values are then rendered into command lines and 

delivered with input files to the compute resource file system….  
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What happens if you build it and too many people come??? 
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•  Make usage efficient 
•  Track usage by individual users 

What happens if you build it and too many people come??? 



•  Make usage efficient 
•  Track usage by individual users 

What happens if you build it and too many people come??? 



Job Attrition on the CIPRES Science Gateway* 

*March – August 2010 



CPU time User  Staff 
Input error 0 med low 
Machine error 0 med low 
Communication error high high high 
Unknown error ? med low 

Error Impact analysis 



Communication Errors 

•  occur when there is a break in communication between 
the web application and the TG resource  

 
•   kills the job monitoring process for all running jobs. 

•   jobs will continue to execute and consume SU, but web 
 application can no longer return job results.  

 
•   the user must ask for the results, and a staff  member 
must fetch them manually.  



CONCLUSION:  Time to refactor the job monitoring system! 
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LoadResults Daemon 
fetches via Grid ftp; 
puts results in the user DB.   



User Submission Command line; 
files TG Machine 

Running Task Table 

 Globus 
 “gsissh”  

Abnormal Operation 

User DB 

Communication down, not 
marked as “Done”, results 
not retrieved 
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Daemon 
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User Submission TG Machine 

Running Task Table 

 Globus 
 “gsissh”  

Abnormal Operation 

User DB 

checkJobs 
Daemon 

LoadResults Daemon 
fetches via Grid ftp; 
puts results in the user DB.   



 SEPT   OCT 

Jobs Saved  159*  266* 

Jobs Saved by the GSISSH / Task Table System 

* 7% of all submitted jobs 



Usage 12/2009 – 4/2012 

Monitor Submissions/Usage to Track Efficiency  



Usage 12/2009 – 4/2012 

SU/job increases 



Usage 12/2009 – 4/2012 

Move off Lustre 



•  MrBayes jobs (20%) fail when Lustre file system is under load 

•  Long running jobs fail even when there is no other traffic on the 
system. Users immediately resubmit, driving SU use up. 

 
•  The failure is due to resource contention in the Lustre file 

system (apparently for the metadata server) 

•  As a result, the code cannot write output files, and jobs fail 

•  Moving to a mounted ZFS system eliminated the problem 
 

•  Lustre is not an appropriate file system for MrBayes code 



•  Make usage efficient 
•  Track usage by individual users 

What happens if you build it and too many people come??? 



In the Reporting Period Sept, 2010 – May, 2011 

SUs % of Users % total SU 

0 – 30 K 97 45 

30 – 300,000 K  3 55 



In the Reporting Period Sept, 2010 – May, 2011 

SUs % of Users % total SU 

0 – 30 K 97 45 

30 – 300,000 K  3 55 

We need to monitor individual users, because we want all 
XSEDE users to be subject to the same level of peer review. 



Establish a Fair Use Policy 

•  Users in the US are permitted to use 50,000 SUs from 
the community allocation annually.  

•  Users in other countries can use up to 30,000 SUs 
annually. 

•  Users can apply for a personal XSEDE allocation if   
they require more SUs. 



 
•  ability to halt submissions from a given user account 

•  ability to monitor usage by each account automatically 
 
•  ability for users to track their SU consumption 

•  ability to forecast SU cost of a job for users 

•  ability to charge to a user’s personal XSEDE allocation 

Tools required to implement the CIPRES SG Fair Use Policy: 
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Tools required to implement the CIPRES SG Fair Use Policy: 



Nightly usage 
reports 

XDB CDB 

job id, user name job id, SU charge 

Post to user’s work  
area 

User/management 
email notifications 



Help users track their resource consumption: 

Notify users of their 
 usage level 



 
•  ability to halt submissions from a given user account 

•  ability to monitor usage by each account automatically 
 
•  ability for users to track their SU consumption 

•  ability of users to forecast SU cost of a job 

•  ability to charge to a user’s personal XSEDE allocation 

Tools required to implement the CIPRES SG Fair Use Policy: 



Create a conditional “warning” element in the interface XML 



 
•  ability to halt submissions from a given user account 

•  ability to monitor usage by each account automatically 
 
•  ability for users to track their SU consumption 

•  ability to forecast SU cost of a job for users 

•  ability to charge to a user’s personal XSEDE allocation 

Tools required to implement the CIPRES SG Fair Use Policy: 



•  User receives personal allocation from XRAC 

•  PI of allocation adds “cipres” user to their account 

•  CSG staff changes the user profile to charge to the personal 
allocation account id 

 

Steps required to use a personal allocation: 



•  User receives personal allocation from XRAC 

•  PI of allocation adds “cipres” user to their account 

•  CSG staff changes the user profile to charge to the personal 
allocation account id 

5 users have completed this process 

Steps required to use a personal allocation: 



Impact of policy on user demographics: 

2010/11 

2011/12 



Impact of Policy on Usage Dec 2009 – April 2012 

When Lustre file 
system is not used, 
submissions and 
SU usage are linear. 

29,000 more SUs 
requested each 
month. 

Projected use for 
2012 - 2013 is  
13.4 million SUs 



Impact of Policy on Usage Dec 2009 – April 2012 

J Jun Aug Apr Feb Oct Dec Feb Apr 

Growth in usage 
is driven by new 
users 

12 more users 
submit 160 more 
jobs each month 



What works about Trestles: 

•  The Trestles machine is managed to keep queue depth low.  This is a 
key requirement for many of our users who run a lot of relatively short 
jobs, and for class instruction.   

 
•  Run times of up to 334 hours are allowed.  This is important because 

most of the CSG codes do not have restart capability and scalability is 
typically limited to 64 cores or less. 



:   

Impact on Science:   
 
Publications enabled by the CIPRES Science Gateway/CIPRES Portal: 

               Year              Number 
     2012*   115 
     2011   130 
     2010     89 
               2009    59 
     2008       4 

   *As of August 1, 2012 

Publications in the pipeline: 
 
 
  
 

            Status             Number 
     In preparation    91 

       In review   25 



Impact on Science:   

•  In Q1 2012, 29% of all XSEDE users who ran jobs ran them from 
the CSG 

•  50% of users said they had no access to local resources, nor 
funds to purchase access on cloud computing resources 
 

•   Used for curriculum delivery by at least 68 instructors. 
 

•   Jobs run for researchers in 23/29 EPSCOR states.  

•   Routine submissions from Harvard, Berkeley, Stanford….. 

•   76% of users are in the US or have a collaborator in the US 
 

 



Impact on Science:   
 
“It is hard for me to imagine how I could work at a reasonable pace 
without this resource, especially when things like MS or grant submission 
deadlines loom….” 
 
“The wall time for these data sets are 30 min (2000 Bootstrap reps) [on 
the CSG], but locally it would take 24 hours for each run. So, instead of 10 
days to complete all the analyses with a few local computers, I have 
publication quality trees overnight” 
 



Impact on Science:   
 
“It is an easy-to-use cluster to run BEAST analyses in a short time. This 
allows students to run analyses that actually converge in a single class.” 
 
“I found it is important to be able to let the student explore the analysis 'all 
the way', i.e. not just show the principle but actually let them run an entire 
Markov chain and let them evaluate the results. For that I found that having 
access to the Cipres Science Gateway to be crucial.” 
 



Next Steps: 
 
•  Expand the accessibility of CIPRES functionalities by exposing 

REST services. 

•  Expand the number of parallel codes available. 

•  Expand the number of computational resources available.  
 



Workflow for the CIPRES Gateway: 
 
 
 Assemble 

Sequences 
Upload to 

Portal 
Run 

Alignment 

Run Tree 
Inference 

Download Post-Tree 
Analysis 

Store 

CIPRES Gateway 
 
 
 



CSG XSEDE 

Parallel codes 

iPDE 

iPDB 

Ancestral  
Character  
Estimation 

Taxonomic  
Name  

Resolution  
Tree 

Reconciliation  

NGS  
Sequencing 

Data Base 
 Access Phylogenetic 

Workflows 

Next Steps: iPlant as Prototype Partner for REST Services 



CSG XSEDE 

Parallel codes 

Next Steps:  
REST Services will put CIPRES in many environments 

raxmlGUI 



Next Steps: Expand the Number of Parallel Codes available 

•  MrBayes 3.2: MPI   Hybrid parallel code 

•  Phylobayes: serial   Parallel code 

•  Ima/Ima2: serial   Parallel code 

•  LAMARC: serial   Parallel code 



Next Steps: Expand the Resources for all users 

•  At 10 million SUs, the CSG allocation amounts to only about 
0.7% of allocatable XSEDE resources. 



Next Steps: Expand the Resources for all users 

•  At 10 million SUs, the CSG allocation amounts to only about 
0.7% of allocatable XSEDE resources. 

•  BUT…….. 



CSG 

Trestles 

Next Steps: Expand the Resources for all users 

Triton Serial 

Parallel 

10 million SUs on Trestles (2011/2012) = 
16% of the allocatable Trestles Machine 
Projected growth to 21% of Trestles 
We need to expand to more machines! 



CSG 

raxmlGUI 

Trestles 
(8%) 

Gordon 
(2%) 

Next Steps: Expand the Resources for all users 

Stampede, 
Others 

OSG  Serial 

Parallel 



CSG 

raxmlGUI 

Next Steps: Expand the Resources for all users 



1. Identify a user base that cannot do their work without HPC access 

2. Focus on providing the key software elements users require 

3. Provide scalable access to the best code versions available 

4. Make efficient use of resources/user time/keystrokes 

5. Provide easy access with adult supervision 

6. Provide fast job turnaround on resources appropriate for the workflow 

7. Relentless commitment to customer service 

Seven Success Strategies for Gateways: 
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